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Dreams would wake me up into Perfect Day

I am tired, I am weary
I could sleep for a thousand years
A thousand dreams that would awake me
Different colours made of tears

(Velvet Underground)

In case you have already forgotten that this forth of ours is spinning round and what appears new is actually on old story, let me remind you and myself of this rubbishy truth with an old Velvet Underground song called Venus in Furs. Skin is the most delicate and sensual part of a living creature – it captures important feelings, and fleeting moments of pain, sorrow, love, desire, passion, taste, colour and a million other magical and unique emotions and experiences. In fact, if you think for a moment of the most significant discoveries in your life, you will realize that they were first made with the skin. I’m rushing this preface at speed because for me being human requires on intimate relationship with life – as with a lover. And at the same time it gives you the full pleasure of experience and the capacity to find gifted and unique people who share the same magical intersection with life. Such people you will find on the pages ahead. They will inject your day with the aroma of a cup of honeyed coffee or will paint your world purple, and give you the same feeling people truly in love have when they meet their twin lover.

I have in my mind just one quote: desire comes first from the eyes – and then everything else. Dare to dream and crave! It is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? Malcolm McLaren’s ‘In the Absence of the Parisienne’. Where do you think angels lives? In the quiet corners of our hearts. How far is the perfect world from you? It’s all around me, but I keep losing the key. What makes you smile in a rainy day? Finding a silver lining. Where do you do G spot – G-enius? Somewhere between F for Fuck and H for Help. What colour are you eyes? Elvis. What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? English, of course... but with an accent. Your worst dream is? Growing old like Elvis. Where do you define beauty? The power to seduce. If you have power to change one major thing in your life what it will be? My age, or everyone else’s. Loss of sexual innocence is? A welcome relief. Your biggest influence is? The cinema. Do you think that death and love have something in common and what is it? Yes, they both generally involve beds. Life is worth it because of? What we do with it. So don’t squander it! And if it is a movie it will be titled? La Dolce Vita THE END.

You can see part of ‘La Dolce Vita’ at www.alacarter.com
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Paul Plews

What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the day light? Can I have 10 more minutes in bed? Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? Yes definitely, being creative is great but it’s nice to switch off once in a while. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? Single minded. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Everyone has talent, it is inside of all of us when we are born. Finding what your talent is is like the hard part I think. Perfect creation in world and life is? Something that makes people happy. The best thing in life so far that happens to you is? Falling in love. What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? Go outside and enjoy it. What do you spend most of your money for? Photography. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? LOUD! Where do you think angels lives? Inside everyone – occasionally! How far is the perfect world from you? I can find it for a few minutes here and there, but holding onto it for longer is hard. What makes you smile in a rainy day? Memories. Where do you think is G spot – G-enius? I know I would be rich. What color do you think people have when they are in love? Pink. Whose talent you envy most? Anyone musical, I can’t play anything. Your worst dream is? Having no-one to share life with. How do you define beauty? Unachievable. Loss of sexual innocence is? Fun. Your biggest influence is? Life. Do you think that death and love have something in common and what is it? They are both overwhelming in their own ways. Life is worth it because of? Other people.

You can see Paul’s work on www.paulplews.com

photo portrait of James, photographer Paul Plews
What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Do you mean - what would be the first thing I think of if I said "daylight" to me? If so, my answer would be: Bird song. And, "Why aren't I asleep yet?" Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? I think your best enemy and your worst friend are one and the same thing. I think it could be a mix of your best friend and worst enemy, depending on what mood you're in. Perception is imagination working in a negative way. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? I can only answer in retrospect. When I'm acting I'm not watching myself from the outside, I get lost in the moment. But acting, however difficult or rotten the day, is always fun. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Acting is the only thing I've found so far that I really love to do. I feel I still have something to prove to myself as an actor and that makes me tenacious, because I can't get acting out of my system. I do have a tendency to worry about what others think of me, which perhaps makes me look at other people, their responses etc in more detail and that can help with building characters. But I feel it's up to the audience to decide if I'm talented or not. Perfect creation in world and life is? I think making a baby is as perfect a creation as you'll get. The best thing in life so far that happened to you is? Going to drama school is the best thing that happened to me. I learnt to face up to and deal with problems, made some wonderful friends and met my girlfriend. What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? Making love is a pretty good way to start the day. What do you spend most of your money for? Food and bills. Not very exciting. I'm afraid. Music that keeps you in a perfect mood is? There's an Aussie group called Spiderbait who always put a smile on my face, but it's Jeff Buckley, Sigar Rios and the Longs. I listen to most. Where do you think angels live? I think they're whatever people need them most. In your heart, in your head, in your pets. How far is the perfect world from you? In my personal life I feel very close to it all being perfect. Professionally I'd like to be working more than I am. I'm not bothered about being famous - if I could have a career as a working actor that would be perfect. What makes you smile on a rainy day? Going for a walk in the rain. Where do you think is G spot - G-enius? I could tell you it's on the front wall of the vagina, about 2 inches up, but it's much more fun to find out yourself. What colour do you think people have when they are in love? I think maybe people share a white light. When you're down people say you're blue, when jealous you're green etc. Maybe love helps you see above being just one colour. Whose talent do you envy most? I don't envy either of them but I wish I was as talented as Johnny Depp or Robert Downey Jr. What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? Listen to a Sigar Rios record. I'd like to think it would sound like that. Your worst dream is? Being a disappointment and letting people down. How do you define beauty? I would define it as being comfortable in your own skin. If you have power to change one major thing in your life what will it be? I would give myself a whole lot more confidence. I can be my own worst enemy at times because I allow myself to be scared to try things for fear of failure. Loss of sexual innocence is? I have no idea what makes up the loss of sexual innocence but I reckon it has a lot to do with pressure being put on kids at younger ages to look, be or behave in a certain way. It's not natural discovery of themselves and how they fit into the world around them. It angers me when I see adverts that use sex to sell such innocuous things as ice cream. Your biggest influence is? I'd have to say my Dad is my biggest influence. Complete support and understanding and faith. Do you think that death and love have something in common and what is it? The only thing I think that links death and love is the human reaction to them. You can be scared by the prospect or reality of them both or you can embrace them and not be afraid. Loss of sexual innocence is? I have no idea what makes up the loss of sexual innocence but I reckon it has a lot to do with pressure being put on kids at younger ages to look, be or behave in a certain way. It's not natural discovery of themselves and how they fit into the world around them. It angers me when I see adverts that use sex to sell such innocuous things as ice cream. Your biggest influence is? I'd have to say my Dad is my biggest influence. Complete support and understanding and faith. Do you think that death and love have something in common and what is it? The only thing I think that links death and love is the human reaction to them. You can be scared by the prospect or reality of them both or you can embrace them and not be afraid. Loss of sexual innocence is? I have no idea what makes up the loss of sexual innocence but I reckon it has a lot to do with pressure being put on kids at younger ages to look, be or behave in a certain way. It's not natural discovery of themselves and how they fit into the world around them. It angers me when I see adverts that use sex to sell such innocuous things as ice cream. Your biggest influence is? I'd have to say my Dad is my biggest influence. Complete support and understanding and faith.
All colours put together. Connor. Is over. So, there are no plans for the next.

What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Delight. Do you say that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your best friend? Maybe sometimes. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? savvy. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? I don’t know if I have talent… Maybe I don’t have any. I believe it is quite rare to see perfect creativity in world and do it. I think. The best thing is to not know what happens to you. I can’t say that I have a lot of talent. I don’t believe in angels… I don’t really believe in angels. Near is the perfect world from you? For me personally it’s far because I think the perfect world doesn’t exist. What makes you smile on a rainy day? A cup of tea or... for example. What color do you think people have when they are in love? All colours put together. Whose talent do you envy most? Nobody… I don’t have it. What kind of language do you think fish use under water? Fish language. What do you spend most of your money for? First for the mortgage, second for health insurance, and third for art.

Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? Sometimes. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? savvy. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? I don’t know if I have talent… Maybe I don’t have any. I believe it is quite rare to see perfect creativity in world and do it. I think. The best thing is to not know what happens to you. I can’t say that I have a lot of talent. I don’t believe in angels… I don’t really believe in angels. Near is the perfect world from you? For me personally it’s far because I think the perfect world doesn’t exist. What makes you smile on a rainy day? A cup of tea or... for example. What color do you think people have when they are in love? All colours put together. Whose talent do you envy most? Nobody… I don’t have it. What kind of language do you think fish use under water? Fish language. What do you spend most of your money for? First for the mortgage, second for health insurance, and third for art.

Your most difficult influence is? Margot Q. Knight. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? I don’t know if I have any. I believe it is quite rare to see perfect creativity in world and do it. I think. The best thing is to not know what happens to you. I can’t say that I have a lot of talent. I don’t believe in angels… I don’t really believe in angels. Near is the perfect world from you? For me personally it’s far because I think the perfect world doesn’t exist. What makes you smile on a rainy day? A cup of tea or... for example. What color do you think people have when they are in love? All colours put together. Whose talent do you envy most? Nobody… I don’t have it. What kind of language do you think fish use under water? Fish language. What do you spend most of your money for? First for the mortgage, second for health insurance, and third for art.

How do you define beauty? The best thing in life so far that happens to me personally it’s far because I think the perfect world doesn’t exist. What makes you smile on a rainy day? A cup of tea or... for example. What color do you think people have when they are in love? All colours put together. Whose talent do you envy most? Nobody… I don’t have it. What kind of language do you think fish use under water? Fish language. What do you spend most of your money for? First for the mortgage, second for health insurance, and third for art.

Petar Petrov

Fashion designer, Main creativity: petar petrov ready to wear label, City: Vienna

What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Delight. Do you say that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your best friend? Maybe sometimes. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? savvy. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? I don’t know if I have talent… Maybe I don’t have any. I believe it is quite rare to see perfect creativity in world and do it. I think. The best thing is to not know what happens to you. I can’t say that I have a lot of talent. I don’t believe in angels… I don’t really believe in angels. Near is the perfect world from you? For me personally it’s far because I think the perfect world doesn’t exist. What makes you smile on a rainy day? A cup of tea or... for example. What color do you think people have when they are in love? All colours put together. Whose talent do you envy most? Nobody… I don’t have it. What kind of language do you think fish use under water? Fish language. What do you spend most of your money for? First for the mortgage, second for health insurance, and third for art.

What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Delight. Do you say that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your best friend? Maybe sometimes. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? savvy. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? I don’t know if I have talent… Maybe I don’t have any. I believe it is quite rare to see perfect creativity in world and do it. I think. The best thing is to not know what happens to you. I can’t say that I have a lot of talent. I don’t believe in angels… I don’t really believe in angels. Near is the perfect world from you? For me personally it’s far because I think the perfect world doesn’t exist. What makes you smile on a rainy day? A cup of tea or... for example. What color do you think people have when they are in love? All colours put together. Whose talent do you envy most? Nobody… I don’t have it. What kind of language do you think fish use under water? Fish language. What do you spend most of your money for? First for the mortgage, second for health insurance, and third for art.
What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the day light? Calm. A new beginning. A fresh start to try things out. Optimism. I know that sounds a little cheeky.

Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? I’ve never thought of it as being ‘enemy’ in any way. Sometimes it can be mischievous and scare the shit out of me. But my imagination is my ‘friend’. Without it I’d be nobody. In fact I see myself in debt to it. My imagination has been the one of the things which has carried me through these years and has made me what I am. Of course you can practice and learn my craft but you need that special ingredient which can’t be bought or taught. That’s the difference between the people who are good and the people who are REALLY good. Fundamentally it’s all about ideas. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? Cut off from the world. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Talent comes from that unknown place. The same place where someone’s personality who you adore and love might come from. It comes from the same place where the decisions are made about what patterns to have on an animal’s back or a bird’s wing. I think everyone is talented in a way or something. It’s just a case of harnessing it and turning it so you can channel your desired effect through it and use it to get the results you want. I have no idea why I have talent? I think maybe it’s random. I think maybe I’m extremely fortunate. Maybe it’s destiny? I don’t know. I’m just very grateful. Perfect creation in world and life? There are too many things in this world which just seem too beautiful and perfect (without trying to sound the whole world is lazy) but I guess the most perfect things which has always amazed me is how the ecosystem works. Everything has its own role to play on this planet. The idea is perfect. The best thing is so far that happened to you? Being old enough to look back on the path you’ve decided to take and think luck it’s actually beginning to work out. What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? Eat a great breakfast. No question about that. What do you spend most of your money for? Art supplies and drink. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? God knows! At the moment I’ve just been listening to the Velvet Underground. Where do you think angels live? Up in the sky. I’m quite a romantic. How far is the perfect world from you? Very. I don’t actually think as a race we will ever achieve it. As much as I would like to be I’m not very optimistic about the human race. As long as we are in physical form we will always war with one another and will always have greed. I think it’s instinctive in our nature to do this. The only time I think we will pull together as one race if we are threatened by another race. Maybe from space? And then if we go out there we’ll go on to that up. What makes you smile on a rainy day? Love. I myself generally… just remembering old conversations, things that made me laugh in the past… that kind of thing. Where do you think is G spot – G-erus? In the G spot has to be flogging it now… What colour do you think people have when they are in love? All shades. They change fast like a dog or a cuttlefish. Purples, reds, blues. But they do it together. Mimicking each other. I know talent you envy most? I envy lots of people’s talent. I envy Tupac (1995-1996). Some people have an abundance of talent that it just seems silly. Every mark I’ve ever seen of his was made to look like it was created with ease. I’m sure that comes with dedication and a lifetime of study but still the man pants an instrument of God. I definitely don’t have his talent but I’m sure he couldn’t paint the same way I can either. He would probably think I’m sloppy. What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? I think they look at each other and communicate by movement and colour. So I guess it’s visual. Your worst dream is? Getting shot in the face in front of my brother by a headless gunman in my living room. I was made to take down a digital camera which I was shaking my face while I was crying with fear and made to look at him before he pulled the trigger. I just kept thinking I had still so much to do and achieve and I would never get the chance. How do you define beauty? Beauty makes me feel in awe of something I see or hear or touch. It touches inside you. If you have power to change one major thing in your life what it will be? I myself. Loss of sexual innocence is? Recommended. Your biggest influence is? S. Do you think that death and love have something in common and is it? Orgasm, called “the little death” I Life is worth it because of? And if it is a movie it will be titled? La Dolce Vita, Lost in Translation.
What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the day light? Take a brake, Dracula, now is my turn! Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? I can’t imagine an answer better than the question. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? With difficulty. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Good question! In the past I had problems with talent, but then I read the book “How To Become Talented In 5 Minutes” and my life suddenly changed! I recommend it to everyone! You can find it in selected bookshops. Perfect creation in world and life is? The egg-shape. The best thing in life so far that happened to you is? Mexico. What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? I feed the tongue of my cat Junis on my face. What do you spend most of your money for? I spend ALL of my money. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? Just the first 5 that comes to my mind: Stereo MC’s – Connected, Barry White – You’re My First, My Last, My Everything, Bad Boys – ‘Cosmic Girl, Propellerheads & Shirley Bassey – ‘History Repeating’. Where do you think angels live? Everywhere, mainly on trees. Where do you think is G spot – G-enius? Main work: www.dotshop.se The concept: Compact the essence of music in one-minute preview tracks. City: Birmingham.

Deitala Bilgoceva and Georgi Marinov
Main work: www.dotshop.se The concept: Compact the essence of music in one-minute preview tracks. City: Birmingham.

What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the day light? Take a brake, Dracula, now is my turn! Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? I can’t imagine an answer better than the question. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? With difficulty. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Good question! In the past I had problems with talent, but then I read the book “How To Become Talented In 5 Minutes” and my life suddenly changed! I recommend it to everyone! You can find it in selected bookshops. Perfect creation in world and life is? The egg-shape. The best thing in life so far that happened to you is? Mexico. What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? I feed the tongue of my cat Junis on my face. What do you spend most of your money for? I spend ALL of my money. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? Just the first 5 that comes to my mind: Stereo MC’s – Connected, Barry White – You’re My First, My Last, My Everything, Bad Boys – ‘Cosmic Girl, Propellerheads & Shirley Bassey – ‘History Repeating’. Where do you think angels live? Everywhere, mainly on trees. Where do you think is G spot – G-enius? Main work: www.dotshop.se The concept: Compact the essence of music in one-minute preview tracks. City: Birmingham.

Deitala Bilgoceva and Georgi Marinov
Main work: www.dotshop.se The concept: Compact the essence of music in one-minute preview tracks. City: Birmingham.

What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the day light? Take a brake, Dracula, now is my turn! Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? I can’t imagine an answer better than the question. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? With difficulty. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Good question! In the past I had problems with talent, but then I read the book “How To Become Talented In 5 Minutes” and my life suddenly changed! I recommend it to everyone! You can find it in selected bookshops. Perfect creation in world and life is? The egg-shape. The best thing in life so far that happened to you is? Mexico. What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? I feed the tongue of my cat Junis on my face. What do you spend most of your money for? I spend ALL of my money. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? Just the first 5 that comes to my mind: Stereo MC’s – Connected, Barry White – You’re My First, My Last, My Everything, Bad Boys – ‘Cosmic Girl, Propellerheads & Shirley Bassey – ‘History Repeating’. Where do you think angels live? Everywhere, mainly on trees. Where do you think is G spot – G-enius? Main work: www.dotshop.se The concept: Compact the essence of music in one-minute preview tracks. City: Birmingham.
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What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Warming. Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? Yes. Your best enemy because it’s always showing you what you cannot do and your worst friend because it encourages you to do it knowing you cannot. How would you describe yourself in a moment when you create? A trance like state subject to tunnel vision. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Talent is something someone else gives you. If people hate your work no one will say you have talent. If they love it you will have talent. Perfect creation in world and life is? Life itself. The best thing in life so far happened to you in? My third born. What do you do spend most of your money for? I use most of my money looking to create more images or finding a place to show them. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? Fast senseless pop music. Where do you think angels live? I would have to say in the clouds. How far is the perfect world from you? Far. I live in the city. I hope it stays that way. I fear perfection would create complacency. What makes you smile in a rainy day? Knowing you are in the midst of conception. That rain will spawn new organisms and help those already born to flourish. Where do you think is the G spot – G-enius? Every woman has it in a different spot. Just have a lot of fun finding it. What colour do you think people are when they are in love? Love is blind. Is it not? Whose talent do you envy most? I envy good writers. What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? Salt water fish probably speak French. Freshwater fish, English. Your worst dream is? George Bush. How do you define beauty? It is purely personal. You know it when you see it. It could even be the way one carries themselves.

What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Warming. Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? Yes. Your best enemy because it’s always showing you what you cannot do and your worst friend because it encourages you to do it knowing you cannot. How would you describe yourself in a moment when you create? A trance like state subject to tunnel vision. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Talent is something someone else gives you. If people hate your work no one will say you have talent. If they love it you will have talent. Perfect creation in world and life is? Life itself. The best thing in life so far happened to you in? My third born. What do you do spend most of your money for? I use most of my money looking to create more images or finding a place to show them. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? Fast senseless pop music. Where do you think angels live? I would have to say in the clouds. How far is the perfect world from you? Far. I live in the city. I hope it stays that way. I fear perfection would create complacency. What makes you smile in a rainy day? Knowing you are in the midst of conception. That rain will spawn new organisms and help those already born to flourish. Where do you think is the G spot – G-enius? Every woman has it in a different spot. Just have a lot of fun finding it. What colour do you think people are when they are in love? Love is blind. Is it not? Whose talent do you envy most? I envy good writers. What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? Salt water fish probably speak French. Freshwater fish, English. Your worst dream is? George Bush. How do you define beauty? It is purely personal. You know it when you see it. It could even be the way one carries themselves.

What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Warming. Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? Yes. Your best enemy because it’s always showing you what you cannot do and your worst friend because it encourages you to do it knowing you cannot. How would you describe yourself in a moment when you create? A trance like state subject to tunnel vision. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Talent is something someone else gives you. If people hate your work no one will say you have talent. If they love it you will have talent. Perfect creation in world and life is? Life itself. The best thing in life so far happened to you in? My third born. What do you do spend most of your money for? I use most of my money looking to create more images or finding a place to show them. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? Fast senseless pop music. Where do you think angels live? I would have to say in the clouds. How far is the perfect world from you? Far. I live in the city. I hope it stays that way. I fear perfection would create complacency. What makes you smile in a rainy day? Knowing you are in the midst of conception. That rain will spawn new organisms and help those already born to flourish. Where do you think is the G spot – G-enius? Every woman has it in a different spot. Just have a lot of fun finding it. What colour do you think people are when they are in love? Love is blind. Is it not? Whose talent do you envy most? I envy good writers. What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? Salt water fish probably speak French. Freshwater fish, English. Your worst dream is? George Bush. How do you define beauty? It is purely personal. You know it when you see it. It could even be the way one carries themselves.

What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Warming. Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? Yes. Your best enemy because it’s always showing you what you cannot do and your worst friend because it encourages you to do it knowing you cannot. How would you describe yourself in a moment when you create? A trance like state subject to tunnel vision. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Talent is something someone else gives you. If people hate your work no one will say you have talent. If they love it you will have talent. Perfect creation in world and life is? Life itself. The best thing in life so far happened to you in? My third born. What do you do spend most of your money for? I use most of my money looking to create more images or finding a place to show them. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? Fast senseless pop music. Where do you think angels live? I would have to say in the clouds. How far is the perfect world from you? Far. I live in the city. I hope it stays that way. I fear perfection would create complacency. What makes you smile in a rainy day? Knowing you are in the midst of conception. That rain will spawn new organisms and help those already born to flourish. Where do you think is the G spot – G-enius? Every woman has it in a different spot. Just have a lot of fun finding it. What colour do you think people are when they are in love? Love is blind. Is it not? Whose talent do you envy most? I envy good writers. What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? Salt water fish probably speak French. Freshwater fish, English. Your worst dream is? George Bush. How do you define beauty? It is purely personal. You know it when you see it. It could even be the way one carries themselves.

What is the first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the daylight? Warming. Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? Yes. Your best enemy because it’s always showing you what you cannot do and your worst friend because it encourages you to do it knowing you cannot. How would you describe yourself in a moment when you create? A trance like state subject to tunnel vision. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? Talent is something someone else gives you. If people hate your work no one will say you have talent. If they love it you will have talent. Perfect creation in world and life is? Life itself. The best thing in life so far happened to you in? My third born. What do you do spend most of your money for? I use most of my money looking to create more images or finding a place to show them. Music that keeps you in perfect mood is? Fast senseless pop music. Where do you think angels live? I would have to say in the clouds. How far is the perfect world from you? Far. I live in the city. I hope it stays that way. I fear perfection would create complacency. What makes you smile in a rainy day? Knowing you are in the midst of conception. That rain will spawn new organisms and help those already born to flourish. Where do you think is the G spot – G-enius? Every woman has it in a different spot. Just have a lot of fun finding it. What colour do you think people are when they are in love? Love is blind. Is it not? Whose talent do you envy most? I envy good writers. What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? Salt water fish probably speak French. Freshwater fish, English. Your worst dream is? George Bush. How do you define beauty? It is purely personal. You know it when you see it. It could even be the way one carries themselves.
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What is first thought that crosses your mind when you think of the day light? I think of what I am going to cook. I love to eat, shop and to cook even if I am alone. I do it every single day. It helps me to remain feet on ground. Do you think that your imagination is a mix of your best enemy and your worst friend? Oh no, imagination is a real friend for me. I use creative energy to make things happen. How would you describe yourself in moment when you create? I am somewhere else than in the room I create. I am in my breathing and most of the time I feel very near with people I draw. It is like meditation I suppose. Why do you think you have talent and where does it come from? My talent is a loan of god and I am old wondering why me

Perfect creation in world and life is? I have no interest in perfection in art, sometimes very well done attacks are boring. Perfection creation is in the Nature. I am amazed when I go to countryside and I admire the flowers, the trees, the sky, the animals... that’s for me the perfection. The best thing in life so far that happens to you? My birth, I am incredibly happy to be here. What is the first thing you do in a perfect day? I open my shutters smiling at the sun. It is simply but now in Paris. What do you spend most of your money for? I don’t envy anybody for his talent. I admire some people for their faith in what they do. What kind of language do you think fishes use under water? I think fishes have a very loud language. The salt bubble language. Your worst dream is? Swimming in a bloody pool with a dead body.
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